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Introduction

Claude Shannon, mathematician and computer scientist, born on April 30 1916,
and died on February 24 2001, was the one who create the mathematical foun-
dations which laid down the general rules of modern information theory. In
his fundamental paper of 1948, A Mathematical Theory of Communication, a
measure of the uncertainty associated with a random memoryless source, called
entropy, is proposed. Here we are interested in the use of the entropy concept to
analyze texts at the level of its words variety.

We define the entropy of a text T , with λ words and n different ones, by the
formula

ET (p1, . . . , pn) =
1

λ

n∑
i=1

pi [log10 (λ)− log10 (pi)] ,

where pi, i = 1, . . . , n, is the frequency of each i-word in the text T , that is, pi

is the number of times that the i-word happens to occur in the given text. If we
consider that a text of length λ (a text with λ words) is as much richer as much
larger is the number n of different words and, among the texts with the same
number λ of words and the same number n of different words, is richer the one
where the words have less variation in frequency, one can easily conclude that
the entropy is indeed a very useful measure to compare the richness of two or
more texts. To compare texts with different number of words λ, we introduce a
kind of “relative entropy” Erel, defined as the quotient between the entropy ET

of the text and the maximum entropy Emax, and multiplying by 100 if one wants
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a percentage:

Erel =
ET

Emax

× 100 .

The maximum entropy Emax is just the entropy of a text with the same number
λ of words and in which each word occurs exactly once (i.e., n := λ, pi := 1):

Emax =
1

λ

λ∑
i=1

1 [log10 (λ)− log10 (1)] = log10 (λ) .

Problem

Given a text T , write a program that computes the total number λ of words in
T , the entropy ET of the text, and its relative entropy Erel.

The set of all characters in T is given by the disjoint union of three sets: the set
of word characters, the set of no-word characters and the one element set formed
by the end of file (EOF). The no-word characters set is defined, exclusively, by
spaces, newlines (’\n’) and the following elements:

, . : ; ! ? " ( )

Any character in T different from EOF and not in the set of no-word characters
belongs to the set of word characters. A text T is a finite and nonempty sequence
of words and no-words, terminating with the end of file:

T = ξ1w1ξ2w2ξ3 . . . wλξλ+1EOF

where ξi, i = 1, . . . , λ + 1, represent no-words, i.e., a sequence of characters with
all characters in the set of no-word characters; and wj, j = 1, . . . , λ, represent
words, i.e., any nonempty sequence of characters belonging to the set of word
characters. The no-words ξ1 and ξλ+1 may be empty or nonempty, while ξ2, . . . , ξλ

are necessarily nonempty.

In order to determine the required numbers λ, ET and Erel, your program must
be case insensitive (for example, words like “House”, “house” or “HOUSE” must
be considered to be the same).

Input

The input contains a text T , necessarily with more than one word (λ > 1). You
can assume that the maximum length of the words is 20 characters long and the
text does not have more than 100 000 words.
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Output

In the output write three lines: the first with the total number λ of words in T ;
the second with the text entropy ET rounded to one decimal digit; and the last
one with the relative entropy Erel, in percentage, and rounded to be an integer.

Sample Input1

Midnight, not a sound from the pavement

Has the moon lost her memory?

She is smiling alone

In the lamplight, the withered leaves collect at my feet

And the wind begins to moan

Memory, all alone in the moonlight

I can dream of the old days

Life was beautiful then

I remember the time I knew what happiness was

Let the memory live again

Sample Output

64

1.6

89

A Solution

The problem can be solved in three steps using the following approach:

1. Read the Text

lambda := 0;

List word/frequency := empty;

While there exist words in the Input to read Do

read_word;

lambda := lambda + 1;

update word/frequency list;

1First two strophes of the Memory song, CATS Text by Trevor Nunn after T. S. Eliot.
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To update the word/frequency list: if the word does not exist in the list we
add it with frequency = 1, otherwise we increment the respective frequency.

2. Compute the Entropy of the Text (ET )

ET := 0;

While there exist elements word/frequency

to scroll through the list Do

ET := ET + (frequency/lambda)

* ( log10(lambda) - log10(frequency) );

3. Compute the Relative Entropy (Erel)

Erel := (ET / log10(lambda)) * 100;

There are some cautions to have in mind:

• One does not know the size of the input text a priori. The best solution is
to use dynamic memory allocation.

• One must look to words in a case-insensitive way (just convert them to
lowercase, for example).

• One must discard the no-word characters, in particular those who are at-
tached to words.

• At the end one must show the Entropy numbers rounded as required.

There are several things that can be done in order to improve the program ef-
ficiency. For example: avoid the repeated calculation of log10(lambda); add
words to the list in a sorted way; use an indexing array... These improvements
can be find in the following C program.

/***********************************************

Entropy Text Analyzer (File: entropy.c)

Delfim F. M. Torres (delfim@mat.ua.pt)

MIUP’2002

***********************************************/

#include <stdio.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <string.h>

#include <math.h>

#include <ctype.h>
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/* word/frequency */

typedef struct pf {

char * p;

int f;

struct pf * next;

} pafr;

void insere(char * p, pafr * * ps)

{

int i = p[0] - ’a’;

pafr * pc = (i>=0 && i<=25) ? ps[i] : ps[26];

pafr * * pa = (i>=0 && i<=25) ? ps+i : ps+26;

while (pc) {

if (!strcmp(pc->p,p)) {

pc->f++;

return;

}

pa = &(pc->next);

pc = pc->next;

}

if (!(pc = (pafr *) malloc(sizeof(pafr))))

fprintf(stderr,"Memory allocation error!\n"), exit(1);

if (!(pc->p = (char *) malloc(strlen(p)+1)))

fprintf(stderr,"Memory allocation error!\n"), exit(1);

strcpy(pc->p,p), pc->f = 1, pc->next = 0;

*pa = pc;

}

int readInput(pafr * * pal)

{

int ntp = 0;

char palavra[21], c, *p;

while (1) {

do

c = getchar();

while ((c!=EOF)&&(c==’"’||c==’ ’||c==’\n’||c==’.’||c==’,’||c==’:’

||c==’;’||c==’!’ ||c==’?’||c==’(’||c==’)’));

if (c==EOF) return ntp;

ungetc(c,stdin);

scanf("%[^.,:;!?() \n]s",palavra);
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ntp++, p = palavra;

while (*p != ’\0’) *p++ = tolower(*p);

insere(palavra,pal);

}

}

double calculaEntropia(pafr * * pal, double logntp)

{

int i = 0;

double et = 0;

pafr * p = pal[0], * pa = p;

for ( ; i < 27; p = pa = pal[++i]) {

while (p) {

et += (logntp-log10(p->f)) * p->f;

free(p->p);

p = p->next;

free(pa), pa = p;

}

}

return et;

}

int main()

{

/* Array initialized with zeros because static */

static pafr * palavras[27];

int ntp = readInput(palavras);

double logntp = log10(ntp), et = calculaEntropia(palavras,logntp)/ntp;

printf("%d\n%.1f\n%.0f\n",ntp,et,(et/logntp)*100);

return 0;

}

Addendum

During a course on “Nonextensive Statistical Mechanics” at the University of
Aveiro, 3–6 June 2002, Professor Constantino Tsallis gave several possible ap-
plications of the entropy concepts.2 One of the examples, given on June 5, was

2Here we comply with the Boltzmann-Gibbs-Shannon definition of entropy. Tsallis is known
by his generalization of the classical entropy concept. The new definition is obtained extending
the logarithm to a q-logarithm function (see e.g. [5]).
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precisely the application to quantitative linguistics we have considered here. One
important point, that remains to be clarified, is the reason why when one con-
sider texts from different languages (even with different alphabets), from authors
of very different historical periods and literary styles, the results obtained remain
almost the same for the relative entropy Erel. For example, it is unlikely to find
a meaningful text with relative entropy less than 50%. This phenomenon seems
to be very subtle and a full explanation of the fact is, at the moment, an open
problem.
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